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ABSTRACT: HydrTKartx>ns are produced from hydrocarbon 
bearing fonnatioas. mcUiding oil shale, in situ through frac
tures communicating with production wells by injecting com
bustion supporting materials such as an oxygen-containing gas 
substanliatly completely throughout the fractures and then in
itiating is situ comtmstion (supported by the injected gas) at 
an extremity of the fractures prescn't)ed by either injection or 
production wells or a subterranean detonation zone or cavity 
aire directing the resultant In situ combustion front along the 
axis of the fractures and maintiiining combustion al a level suf-
Ttcient to fu.se the formation adjacent the fractures wheret>y 
the resistance of the fractures to collapse under compressive 
stress is increased. Collapse of fractures treated in ihis manner 
under the influence of formation expansion promoted by sub
sequent temperature elevation accompanying retorting is sub
stantially retarded. Therefore the strengthened fractures can 
be employed to facilitate heat transfer throughout the forma
tion. - . - • . . 
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METHOD FOR STP.ENGTHENING RESERVOIR 
FRACTURES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a process for the in litu production 
of oil from oil shale by pyrolysis with hot gases. In accordance 
with another aspect, this invention relates to an improved 
method of obtaining oil from oil shale around a nuclear 
produced chimney by burning the fractures therethrough In an 
oxygen-enriched atmosphere, and thereafter producing the 
formation by the use of hot inert gases. 

Tremendous deposits of oil shales occur in Colorado, Utah, 
and Wyoming, and various petroleum companies and the 
federal government are doing research on methods of produc
ing oil. from these deposits. Numerous proposals have been 
made, including mining the shale and retorting the mined 
shale above ground and apply-ing heat to the shale in situ with 
hot gases including oxygen and excluding oxygen. Steam, hot 20 
combustion gas, hot air, etc. have been proposed as heating 
media for the pyrolysis operation. 

In situ combustion and in situ retorting by either in situ 
combustion or injection of heat exchange fluid has been the 
subject of considerable experimental investigation as means 25 
for expediting the secondary recovery and have found com
mercial application in numerous instances. It is recognized 
that during the course of these secondary recovery procedures 
the formation strata is subjected to considerable expansion 
due to tcmpcraUire elevation. This.e;;pansior! generaJly rciults 
in the coilapse t c s termination of relatively unstable commu
nication net>i'oris, e.g.. fractures, throughout the formation 
with the result thai fluid flow to recovery wells and from injec
tion wells is diminished or deterred by an extent necessitating 
incfesicd dri>-ins forces, i.e., dirfersntia! pressure l)etweec 
input and production wells. It is quite understandable that this 
collapse also deters natural drainage of hydrocarbons from re
torted formalion where the hydrocarbon fluids are not sub
jected to artificial driving forces. 

The utilization of such fluid communication channels is par
ticularly anractive in highly fragmented or fractured forma-
tjom such as those --htch rsEtil! from the subtcranean detona
tion of explosive charges. Although the formation rock in the 
imiTfediate vicinity of the detonation zone or chimney is frag
mented sufTiciently to enable ready access or egress of fluids, 
the adjacent formation is fractured to a lesser extent and 
generally comprises a relatively unstable network of intercom
municating fractures which are either substantially restricted 
or completely closed by thermal expansion of the adjacent for
mation under the influence of elevated lemperatures necessa
ry to retort those portions of the hydrocartx>n t>earing strata. 
Throughout the specification and claims the term hydrocar
bon is intended to include not only compounds of carbon and 
hydrogen, but also 3ther formation organic matter such as the j j 
kerogen contained in oil shale from which hydrocarbons and 
other substances are formed by heat. 

The use of nuclear explosives to fragment underground for
mations has gained considerable acceptance as an economi
cally feasible method of producing oil and gas from reservoirs go 
bav'mg such low original permeability as to be incapable of 
economic production in the original state. The utilization of 
•nuclear explosives in this regard is described briefly by D. B. 
Lombard in his article "Recovering Oil from Shale with 
Nuclear Explosives" published in Aug. I96S, issue of Jountal 65 
cif Petroleum Technology, pages 877-882. 

Bjf th'is method a nuclear charge is placed at the desired 
elevation b a suitable reservoir strata and detonated to 
produce a cavity containing fragmented reservoi: rock, the 
dimensions of the cavity and the extent of fragmentation de
pending, of course, upon the magnitude of the detonation and 
the characteri5tic» of the surrounding formations. For exam
ple, Lombard refers to tlie cfTscts of detonating nuclear 
cluTges having enery e» of from 20 to at>out 100 kilotons in **-
hard n x k " and indicates that the resulting fragmentation 75 
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zone, i.e.. nuclear chimney, bas • diameter of from 100 to 
several hundred feet and a vertical extent of at>oul 2% cavKy 
diameters measured from the point of detonation to the chim
ney top. 

It is further pointed out by Lombard that although the (nf-
mcntation zone or nuclear chimney is fairly well defined, that 
the sidewalts, Le.. the. remaining unfragmented formalioo 
defining the nuclear chimney, posses* numerous fractures ex
tending outwardly in all directions 5tnn the sidewalls for a 
distance of approximately one-half of the d'lamcler of the frag
mentation zone. These fractures result in a substantial in
crease in the permeability of the formation surrounding tiie 
fragmentation zcme which enable the egress of formatioa 
fluids from the fragmentation zone and the strata immediately 
surrounding the nuclear chimney during subsequent retorting 
operations and correlary procedures involving the use of-
elevated temperatures and pressures within the fragmented 
area. 

The degree of fracturing and consequently the degree of 
permeability which results in those strata defining the outer 
periphery of the fragmentation zone depends primarily on cer
tain characteristics of the formations, per se. and to some ei-
tent on the intensity of the detonation. 

It is therefore one object of this invention to provide a 
method for treating fragmentation zones produced by subter
ranean detonation. •. ' 

It is another object of this invention to imp: ove the produc
tion of reservoir fluids fro.'n fragmentation zones resulting 
from subterranean detonaticns. 

It is yet another oS^ect of this invenhon lo [rovide a .'nethod 
for treating sahierrantaa nuclear chimnc]^ and fractures 
resulting therefrom. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a method for 
decreasing the permeability of fractures extending and sur
rounding nuclear chimneys. 

It is yet another object of this invention to improve the ulti
mate recovery of reservoir fluid from strata fragmented by 
subterranean detonation. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a method for 
utilizing the h e ^ retained in retorted subterranean fragmenta
tion zones. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the invention, the fracturrs or channeb 
extending outwardly from the periphery of a fragmentation 
zone are contacted with an oxygen-containing gas under com
bustion coR<iitic.r:s to form slag chaoneb between th: frag
mentation zoi>e and input and output wdls spaced around the 
periphery cf the fractures extending out from th : fragmenta
tion zone. 

In accordance with one embod'imeot of this invention, the 
fractures extending outwardly from a fragmentation, zone are 
contacted by an oxygen-enriched gas injected through wellt 
drilled into the fractures extending outwardly from the frag
mentation zone whereby the fractures are burned outwardly 
by counterflow combustion to form slag channels. Oil is 
produced from the formation by passing gases through the 
fragmentation zone to be heated and then through the chan
nels and up the surrounding wells positioned near the 
periphery of the fractures. 

In accordance with a further embodiment of the invention, 
to preven'. bypassing of some of the fractured channels aa 
Inert gas can be injected through some of the fracture chan
nels while others are being burned by an oxygen-enriched gas. 

More specifically, in the production of oil shale, a nuclear 
device is detonated at a xuflicient depth to produce an U{K 
wardly extending chimney containing Kerogen, which can be 
retorted under kitown conditions to produce shale oS. This 
nuclear detonation aho produces ftactures in the adjacoN 
strata. This strata normally contain as much shale cril as the 
chimney, but cannot be ' produced since normal retorting 
procedum cause the ctdlapse of the strata adjacent the cbim-
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ne j . Thus, according to this invention, a plurality of peripheral 
wells are placed at the furtherest extremities-of the fraeturra 
produced by the nuclear explosion, and then,an onygcn-ea-
riched gas is injected into the fractures from the injection 
wells, producing the combustion of (tic Kerogen contained 
withiri the fraclurts, commencing adjacent the chimney and 
proceeding back toward"the-injection wells, and the molten 
Kerogen produces a slag that, when copied, forms a fusecJlifi-
ing on the interior of the fractures. The strata in between the 
nuclear chimney and the peripheral Injection wells can now be 
retorted employing normal techniques and the slag-lined frac
tures form channels for the production of Ihe oil shale, which 
wil! not collapic under the retorting conditions. 

The cost of breaking oil ihale via nuclear exploslvei can be 
cut by a factor 6f 5 to IQ if the shale which' is only fraclured 
can be retorted as well as the shale which is reduced lo broken 
rubble in the detonation zones. The presini invention pro
vides a method for preparing flow channels in fractured oil 
shale which will not hea! by thermal e^panl^ion and thus allow 
for more efficient production of oil from the use ofa sliigle 
nuclear device. 

Although the method herein described affords advantages 
when applied to all types of hydrocarbon bear ing formaiions 
inwhich it is desired co substantiatly preserve che integrity of 
fractures and/or channels within the form alien strata, it b par
ticularly advantageous whenapplicd to formalichs which have 
been extensively fractured by the dclonalion of explosive 
charges. For this reason the method is described With relation 
to the recovery of oii from* strata fractured By such a subisr-
rancan djtonation. 

BRIEFDEECftSPTIO.S'OF THE DRAWING 

The drawing shows a, cross section of a hydrocarbon-beat
ing fonnaiion having a nuclear detonation chimney and ac-
co III pa .lying injection and production wells. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Such a formation and accompanyin^.injection and produc
tion of wells are ilJustrated schematically in the drawing 
wherein hydrocarbon bearing,sirata 1 is penetrated by wells 2, 
3, and 4 is occupied by delo.^ation sfone or chimney S and out-
wardly extending fractures 7. Wells.2 and 3 are placed so as to 
communicate with fraclures 7 and'thereby indirectly cummu-
nicate with Che nuclear chimney 5 and Che intervening strata. 

Prior to the treatment of this intervening strata the highly 
fragmented reservoir rock 6 in nuclear chimney 5 can be re
torted by sny one of severs! ;iielhods,.some of which have aV 
ready been discussed. For example, the fragmented shale in 
such chinmeys can beretorted by the passage of a JFlame front 
from the uppermost portion of the fragmented oil ihale 
downwardly through the entire mass of fragmenied rock 
whereby liberated hydrocarbons flow downwardly through Ite 
fragmentation zone and accumulate in the lower extremities 
thereof. The temperature of the combustion zone is controlled 
by recycling, for example; 3 to 5 volumes of gas for each 
volume of air injected. These accumulated hydrocarbons-are 
then preferably produced by means of a production weU 
drilled directionally downwardly and laterally into the lower 
extremities of the fragmented area. Such production of the ac ' 
cumulated fluids can be acccmplished by any conventional 
means. These methods can be made more efficient by operat
ing at a positive pressure over the accumulated rluid in order 
to prieveni the vaporization thereof by Che elevated tempera
ture encountered during shale re tortingi 

Elevated operating pressures, e.g., 100 to 1,000 p!s.i.a.i are 
desirable in some processes to retort nuclear chimneys such ai 
when hot shale gas is recycled to retort the nuclear chimney lo 
(educe the cost of compressora and wells. One embodiment of 
the hot shale gas recycle process is described in copending ap
plication. Ser. No. 641,815, The process of this invention h a 
several adv^tages when employed in coinbination wich the 
retorting process dcsi;ribed in .:opending application Scr. No. 
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639.490 Bocr U.S. PaL No. 3,490,202: the shale would be pre^ ' 
heated and (be amoinit of air necessary to retort the chimney 
wouid beiednced. 

Following this procedure whereby the fragmented rock ( 
within the noclear chimney is retorted, it is desirable to retort < 
•he Axle (Exposed between the outer periphery of the frag-
mentatioii tone and tlw adjacent wells 2 and 3 taking ad-
yantage cf the fluid communication network derincd by the 
series of ^actuTcs 7. However, if the temperature of thl« ad-
jotnkg farmatiQn ts eteyaled to a point sufficieht to retort the 
formatkni rock Ihst strata expands due to its.thermal coefft-
dtjil (jesparakin and plastic deforTRation characteristics by 
sn atnosnit EuJTtcient to compress and collapse the fractures, 
dserdiy desmoying the deCwork of fractures froin which duids 
cusld DttKrarise be injected into the formation and through 
which exadeti bydrocartioiui could be directed to the produc
tion well* 2 and 3. The method of this inventibn reduces the 
extent of collapse assodaled with the elevacion of formation 
temj^rature by fu^ng and cooling the fracture sidewall* 
lhci%hy greiitly ijicrttasing their resistance to collapse under 
the influcoce of compressional forces. • 

By this procedure an oxidizing material such as air is in^ 
jccted mto the fractures through either of the wells 2 or 3 and 

25 combustion or formalion hydrocarbon is instituted in the for-
nialioii immediately adjacent the fractures and propagated by 
the addition of the oxidizing maCerial thereto with the result 
that the terapsrature of the foimation rock defining the frac-
taret; i.e^ the fracture sidewalls, is elevated sufficiently to fuse 

30 the same. Follbwiog a sufficient degree of burning to accom-
pfth tfci : i tc3! of fuskm desired die ccmbustipn is tcrminaCcd 
by d^contunuisgtbe bjeI^ioa df oxidiziiig gas and the forma-
tKa liifciraEs are alfc*cd to «JoI to a point bcio* Iheir fusion 
teiqperaliire. It B also preferably to restrict the high tempera-

35 ture fosaHj-rcnc to the vicinity of the fracture sktewalls. This 
can be accomplished by judiciously controlling the pressure 
on the combustion supporting medium at a level sufficient 
only to. force Che gas into the fractures and prererably not 
more than l50p.si, above formalion pressure. 

tn initiating combustion in the strata adjoining the nuclear 
chiiTiney and in the subsequent retorting of that strata it b 
de .̂rafale to take advantage of the heal stored in the detona< 
tipH tmve. by virtue of the preyiousretorting of that area of the 
formatJoiL As a result, it is presently preferred to inject the ox-
idiziof matsrmi, Le., air. into injection welts 2 and/gr 3 and to 
force'Ihe gas iriitwardly through the series of fractures 7 to the 
pctifrf^iy of t t e dtimney at which point the reservoir is st • 
iem^ratuic suS id^ t to autoignite the hydrocarbon retained 
m lie jjrata ai^acen! thi chimnsy, Tliis lemperaliire should be 
st kait abtstt 600° F. asd is u.vja]Iy in the range of from about 
7S& F. ta about l.WXT F. shortly after the termination of re-
tcrtjng procedures employed to produce the hydrocarbon in 
the chinnay S. Ir^ection of oxidizing gas is continued at a rate 
snSS^CBito maintain the in situ combustion c^hydrocarbons 
radial^ ostwardly from the chimney toward the injection wel! 
until the tmrsing has progressed to the immediate vicinity of 
the injectKis veD bore or until the desired degree of fusion 
alof^ the fractare walls has been achieved. 

Air in^cikin iales will, of course, vary considerably de-
peiHliag upon the eneat of fracturing and the extent of bum-
tog maiataincii at any given lime. However, exemplary oi the 
injeetioii rales that can be employed in such operations are 
those within t t e range (rf*about 50,000 to about 100,000 sian-

65 dard cubic feet per hour of atmospheric air. These injection 
tales are lufTwieiTt to maintain a degree of combustion along 
Ihe fracture of Ihc ndewalli siidi that the temperature of the 
sidcwaib IS cjcvated to a point above the fusion point of the 
bydrocarbiim-beaniig formati«L Fbr example, -when the for-

70 matkmbdi ihale the fracture sidewalls should be elevated to 
• tonpeianiiettf'at l e s t about I,40Q°-2,OO0° F. to accomptiib 
tMspuipbse. ft it abo possible by thb method to treat selected 
portkats cf the fractured strata try sealing o ff the i njection well 
boTcaiShi^iatcdin thedra-aingby means of packers IQ and 
11. Tite ondii i i^ fluid is then injected by way of pipe 10' to 
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the fpac« intermediate the packen and consequently enters 
those fractures which communicate with the well bore in the 
region defined by the packers. During such selective treat
ment procedures an inert gas can be injected through pipe 9 to 
prevent airflow and undesired combustion in these areas. 
Fluids are produced from well bore 4 as desired to control the 
pressure in the nuclear chimney. 

Following this method of preparation the fractured forma
tion can be retorted to recover hydrocarbons by any one of 

and enlarging the fracture. The combustion zone bums back 
to the injection well in 5 to 8 hours, resulting in a flow channel 
propped with molten shale which has solidified. The flow 
channels ere about 2 inches wide and S to 10 feet across. This 
process of forming flow channels is repeated at each 40-root 
interval in each of the 15 wells. As a safety precaution, inert 
gas is injected into the previously formed flow channels. After 
the flow channels are formed, the shale adjacent the channeb 
is retorted by inJ:ction of hot produced shale ga<;es through 

the numerouvetorting prw:edures known lo the art several of 10 «*•= chimney which now through the propped fractures to the 
which have already been discussed. Retorting temperatures '"rrounding welb to cause heating of the shale around the 
are generally within the range of from about 750° to about P'oPP=d fractures to produce hydrocarbons. The bottom hole 
1.000' F. and should, of course, be maintained below the fu- temperature of thesurrounding wells U maintained at a tem-
sion point of the fonnation strata in order that the structural P ' " ' " : ^ '" ^ « 300r-40y F. range by regulating the Pow of 
integrity of Ihe.fonnalion and the fluid communication net- ' 5 gases therefrom at the surface, 
work defined by fractures 7 is not destroyed. Steam or nonox-
idizing g?5 injected for this purpose can be passed into the for
mation aFalready described by way of the fractures 7 and b 
preferably introduced through retorted chimney 5, and 
through the sidewalls of the detonation zone into the adjoining 
formation to take advantage of the heat stored in the chimney 
5. For example, in one embodiment steam or water can be in
jected by way of well bore 4 into chimney 5 wherein the heat 
stored in the chimney b transferred lo the injected water after 
which it IS passed to the sidewalls of the chimney into fractures 
7 for the purpose of elevating the temperature of the inter
mediate strata. 

ll is also possible to retort intermediate strata selectively in 
a manner analogous to that already described in relation to the 
preparation of the lietwork of fractures. Fcr example, the 
heating Ticdium can be injected by well bore 4 through chim--
ney 5 into the adjoin'mg fracture network and passed .selective
ly through the lower portion thereof prescribed by the blocked 
zone in the well bore 2 defined by the position of packers 10 
and 11 by blocking cutlet 9. For exa.mple, the upper portions 
of the hydrocarbon bearing strata can be retorted in a first 
stage by blocking exit 10'. whereby the heat exchange medi
um passes thrcugh the upper portions of the reservoir. 

After this retorting has been terminated the heat contained 
in that portion of the reservoir can be employed along with the 
heat contained in the chimney 5 by injecting steam or water 
both through well bore 4 and opening pipe 10' and/or 
whereby the steam from the chimney enters the lower portion 

I claim: 
1. A method of prod-jcing a hydrocarbon-bearing shale for

mation in situ which comprises fracturing said formation, in
jecting a combustion supporting material into said fractures 

20 and burning st least a portion of said hydrocarbon contained 
in said formation immediately adjacent said fractures al a rate 
and for a period of time sufficient to elevate the temperature 
of said formation adjacent said fractures to at least about 
1,400° F. to fuse the sidewalls of said fractures thereby in-

25 creasing the structural resistance of said fractures to compres
sive forces, retorting said formation to liberate hydrocarbon 
therefrom and prcxlucing the thus liberated hydrocarbon at 
least partially through said fractures. 

2. The method cf claim I wherein said combustion-supp.ort-
30 ing material a an oxygen-containing gas. 

3. The- method of claim 2 -Jtherein said formation further 
comprises a subterranean nuclear chimney and accompanying 
radially outwardly extending frsct-jres in com:nun:ca'Joa -*ith • 
at least unc injection well bore, and said oxygen containing gas 

35 is injected into said fractures through said injection well and 
passed through said fractures at least to the periphery of said 
chimney, igniting said hydrocarbon in said sidewalls of said 
fractures adjacent said chimney and continuing the passage of 
said oxygen-containing gas into said fractures to direct said 

40 combustion radially outwardly from said chimney and axially 
along ssid fractures to said injection well and thereby fusing 
the walls of said fractures. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the temperature of said 
chimney b at least about 600° F. and said hydrocarbons are 

of the formation through the nuclear chimney wall, p-dsses ^ j autoignited by contact with said oxygen-containing gas at said 
through the formation by virtue of the intercommunicating 
network of fractures 7 and into the area of the well bore 2. 

SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 

A nuclear chimney b formed by a 200 kiloton bomb at a 
depth of 3.000 feet in an oil shale formation. The resulting 
nuclear chimney b 420 feet in diameter and 1,000 feet high. 
Fractures induced by preparation of the nuclear chimney ex
tend outwardly from the center of the nuclear chimney for a 
dbtance of 500 to 600 feet. 

The ring of IS wells b drilled concentric to the nuclear 
chimney with a radius of 500 feet The wells are cased and ce
mented. At intcrvab of 40 feet starting from a position ad
jacent the top of the nuclear chimney the casirig is perforated 

temperature. 
5. The method of claim 3 wherein the injection pressure of 

said gas b up to about 150 p.s.i. above the formation pressure 
adjacent said fractures. 

50 6. The method of claim 3 wherein said chimney is retorted 
prior to the injection of said oxygen-containing gas via said in
jection welis and b at a temperature of from about 750° to 
about 1.000* F. 

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising retorting said 
55 formation following said fusing of said fractures. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein said formation b retorted 
by injecting a heating medium into said formation via said 
chimney and said fractures. 

9. The method of claim 8 wherein said heating medium b 
oVcirt and p i k e r s set so oxygen can be injected' Oxygen b in- 60 " ' a m produced at a temperature of from about 750° to about 
jected at a rale of 80,000 standard cubic feet per hour. When ' -000°''- ^y injecting one of steam and water mto said delona-
the oxygen mjected into the fractures reaches the hot previ- " ° " »°ne »" h^at the same via an injection well communicat-
ously retorted nuclear chimney the adjacent oil shale b ignited mg with said chimney. 
and bunu very intensely, melting the adjacent shale matrix • • • • • - . 
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